FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Island Seas Resort in Grand Bahama Joins RCI Affiliate Network

ORLANDO, FLA. (April 14, 2015) – RCI, the global leader in vacation exchange, recently signed an affiliation agreement to add Island Seas Resort in the Bahamas to its exchange network.

“We are thrilled that this highly-demanded property has joined our vacation exchange network,” said Gordon Gurnik, president of RCI. “Island Seas Resort is an amazing accommodation choice on the beautiful island of Grand Bahama, and we are sure our members will enjoy many memorable vacations there.”

The fun-filled resort sits on Grand Bahama Island, where visitors can experience a host of activities ranging from boating, fishing, and horseback riding to shopping, dining and enjoying the nightlife. Of course, the main attraction here is still the azure blue waters splashing on the white-sand beaches.

The private beach at Island Seas Resort gives members, owners and guests exclusive access to a stretch of Grand Bahama’s sun and sand. Other amenities include a free-form swimming pool, a hot tub, a spa, a fitness center, sports courts and more. Two onsite restaurants and a pool bar make for convenient and delicious meal choices.

The one- and two-bedroom suites are fully furnished, and offer a variety of amenities including a balcony, a courtyard or ocean view, living areas and full kitchens. The décor has a Caribbean feel, so that visitors can maintain their tropical-vacation mindset even while indoors.

For more information, visit RCI.com or RCIAffiliates.com.

About RCI
RCI is the worldwide leader in vacation exchange with approximately 4,500 affiliated resorts in more than 100 countries. RCI pioneered the concept of vacation exchange in 1974, offering members increased flexibility and versatility with their vacation ownership experience. Today, through the RCI Weeks® program, the week-for-week exchange system, and the RCI Points® program, the industry’s first global points-based exchange system, RCI provides flexible vacation options to its 3.8 million RCI subscribing members each year. RCI’s luxury exchange program, The Registry Collection®, is the world’s largest program of its kind with approximately 200 affiliated properties either accessible for exchange or under development on six continents. RCI is part of Wyndham Exchange & Rentals and the Wyndham Worldwide family of brands.
(NYSE: WYN). For additional information visit our media center or rciaffiliates.com. RCI also can be found on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.
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